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This issue Photometric and Optical Testing’s technical 
director Dr Gareth John looks at the colour 
rendering qualities of a remote-controlled spotlight

October 2014 

Product DR8 MK2 8 Degree LED 

Manufacturer Remote Controlled  

Lighting 

Website www.rclighting.com 

Description LED Spotlight 

“A high colour rendering 
index is a key feature when 
you’re aiming products at 
retail, hospitality and the 
museum and art gallery 
markets”
Dr Gareth John, Photometric and Optical Testing

Each month, Dr John writes about the product 
that has most impressed him in his laboratory

Regular readers will know that for the past couple of years 

I have sat on the judging panel of the Lighting Design 

Awards. The standard of lighting knowledge of the people 

who come to show us their products tends to be high but it can 

be frustrating if a manufacturer sends someone who isn’t that 

technical to present an entry. These are the people who can 

struggle with the awkward questions diffi cult people like me 

tend to ask, such as: “how do you know it will last for 100,000 

hours?” The companies that do well are usually the ones who 

send the person who actually designed the thing.

Good performance
A good way of determining which products will perform 

well is the speed with which the judges get out of their chairs, 

eager to take a closer look, play around with the kit and see 

how it works. A couple of years ago it was the turn of Remote 

Controlled Lighting; they had brought in their range of LED 

spotlights, which were impressive in their own right, but what 

brought everyone to their feet was the easy, stylish control 

system – iDirect. The dimming and direction of the spotlights 

were controlled by a remote interface on an iPad, which made it 

stylish and easy to use. This is just what you need when you’re 

dealing with something that might be sitting at the top of a 9m- 

or 10m-high atrium. This control system went on to win the 

Lighting Controls category that year.

So I was pleased when, last month, RCL sent me a batch of 

luminaires to test, including the subject of this month’s column, 

the DR8 MK2 8 Degree LED. Since I had last seen anyone from the 

company, RCL had spent the intervening time refi ning its product 

by bettering the technology behind it. Notable improvements 

include a new compact design and the introduction of a direct 

drive system for adjusting movement, bringing the range of 

movement up to ±165 degrees and ±90 degrees in pan and tilt. 

However, what particularly impressed me was the exceptionally 

high colour rendering index (CRI) of the product, a key feature 

when, like RCL, you’re aiming your products at the retail, 

hospitality, and museum and art gallery markets.

For those of you unfamiliar with the history of the CRI metric, 

I’ll provide a quick summary. The current metric was created in 

the mid-1990s and is based on assessing the refl ectivity of a set 
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Narrow beam Polar plot showing the eight-degree beam angle of the 
DR8 MK2 fi tting. The luminous fl ux proved to be 1,037 lm (above). 
Readings from a spectrometer show the different R values (below)

Spot on The DR8 MK2 8 Degree uses Cree XLamp XP-E2 LEDs to 
provide high-quality broad-spectrum light

THE LABORATORY

Photometric Testing is 
an independent lighting 
test laboratory that 
specialises in the 
photometric assessment of LEDs, luminaires, lamps and 
displays. Photometric Testing has invested in the latest, 
state-of-the-art photometric, spectroradiometric and 
goniophotometric equipment to ensure that its measurements 
are accurate, repeatable and conform to the latest 
international lighting standards. Do you have a luminaire that 
you think might be appropriate for Photometry Focus? If so, 
contact Dr John: gareth.john@photometrictesting.co.uk
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of eight standard coloured samples when illuminated by the test 

source, then comparing this with a theoretical “perfect” source.

The fi gure for the general CRI, known as Ra, is derived by 

taking the colour-rendering capability of each of these eight 

samples as a percentage of the “perfect” source and calculating 

the average. The particular colours selected for this test are 

pastel shades and were chosen at a time when fl uorescent tubes 

were popular and LEDs had yet to make an impact on lighting; 

as such, fl uorescent-based luminaires tend have higher CRI 

values than their LED-based counterparts. Most LED luminaires 

I see in the lab don’t have CRI values higher than Ra70–80. For 

this reason, some people in the industry have proposed creating 

a new colour metric that accounts for the fact that LEDs are 

much better at rendering primary colours – alternatives such as 

colour quality scale and gamut area index have been suggested.

Impressive performance
The DR8 MK2 8 Degree LED shows that, when it comes to 

colour rendering and LEDs, sometimes you can have your cake 

and eat it. This luminaire is one of the fi rst I’ve seen to combine 

LED technology with a CRI of Ra90. This is because RCL has 

incorporated the new Cree XLamp XP-E2 LED. All the high 

CRI LEDs I’ve seen have been based on using ultraviolet LEDs 

with a phosphor to produce high-quality broadband light. 

The high cost of these LEDs has made them a tough choice for 

commercial luminaires but advances in phosphor technology 

mean that it is now possible to convert blue LED light into a 

broadband spectrum with high CRI.

Our Jeti spectrometer (Fig 1) shows the CRI colour samples 

from the DR8 MK2 8 Degree. The high values of the pastel 

shades keep the CRI above Ra90 and the rendering of the 

sample colours R9–R15 is impressive. All but the R9 value are 

comfortably above Ra80 and even the R9 value of Ra52.9 is one 

of the best values I’ve seen for an LED product.

RCL is soon to release a Xicato version of the DR8 MK2 and 

has just signed up to the Works With SORAA programme to 

further extend its range of high CRI luminaires. ■

Figure 1


